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The Katz-Sarnak density conjecture states that the scaling limits of the distributions of zeros of families of automorphic

L-functions near the central point agree with the scaling limits of eigenvalue distributions near 1 of classical subgroups of

the unitary groups. This conjecture is often tested by computing n-level density. Previous work proved that families of

cuspidal newforms have n-level densities agreeing with orthogonal type for test functions with Fourier transform supported

in [− 1
n−2

, 1
n−2

]. We extend the computations on both the number theory and random matrix theory sides. On the random

matrix theory side, we use combinatorics to develop a generalization of the work done by Hughes and Miller in order to

expand the region of support. Through this combinatorial approach we have shown cancellation of the vast majority of

terms and computed the remaining ones, leading to tractable expressions of n-level densities for support in the range of of

[− 1
n−k

, 1
n−k

] for any k < n/2 a natural number. On the number theory side, under the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis,

we handle new terms by converting the Kloosterman sums into sums over characters and then expand the support by

cancellation of non-principal characters. (Received July 18, 2016)
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